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Abstract: The Covid-19 pandemic has radically changed and disrupted education; colleges and universities have closed their campuses, and many have shifted to online courses. In the pre-pandemic era, online classes were associated with several benefits and challenges, and the pandemic might have brought additional benefits and obstacles. This research examined students’ perceptions of online classes during the pandemic. The study looked at four aspects: perceived benefits of online classes; perceived challenges; beliefs and an overall evaluation; and potential improvements. An online questionnaire was administered to some first- and second-year undergraduate students at a College in China. It combined a set of 23 closed-ended and open-ended questions and 342 valid and complete responses were collected. Perceived benefits included creating a digital learning community, improving students’ digital learning skills, and staying connected during tough times. Challenges comprised adaptability issues due to the sudden shift to online classes, time-management issues, being distracted by social media plus technological obstacles. Regarding beliefs, students believed that a blended model that combines both classroom and online modes is necessary for the post-pandemic era. To enhance the sustainability of online classes in the post-pandemic era, a set of improvements are explored and suggested.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview

The Covid-19 pandemic has dramatically changed – and disrupted – education as we know it; academic institutions have been shut all over the world. In an attempt to curb the spread of the virus, governments have temporarily closed schools, colleges and university campuses, affecting more than 60% of the student population globally (UNESCO, 2020). In the wake of the pandemic, universities around the world have adopted a wide range of tactics like switching some courses online, delaying the starting dates of some programs, extending intake application deadlines, and deferring some unconditional offers of 2020 to the following years (QS, 2020).

The disruption caused by Covid-19 has pushed academic institutions to focus their efforts on facilitating a swift, rapid, and unexpected transition to online education and assessment (Jack and Smyth, 2020). The result of these efforts is a substantive rise in e-learning, whereby teaching and learning activities are taking place remotely via digital platforms. In an ongoing survey conducted by QS Top Universities Ranking, almost half of the participating universities stated that they have switched some of their scheduled courses online, and the trend is expected only to grow (QS, 2020).

On the 4th of February 2020, the Ministry of Education of China decided to implement a full transition to online teaching and learning (MinistryofEducation, 2020). The decision urged universities to develop online courses with reformed content and innovative teaching methods within a relatively short period (Xinhua, 2020). By the first week of May 2020 and at an unprecedented scale, 1454 Chinese colleges and universities participated in the preparation of almost 1.1 million online courses that were delivered through 12.26 million classes. Around 1.03 million teachers and more than 17.75 million students participated in these courses (MinistryofEducation, 2020). Both theoretical and experimental disciplines were addressed in the courses including a wide range of subjects like engineering, arts, education, philosophy, medicine, law, agriculture, and literature (MinistryofEducation, 2020).

Many universities have already conducted a smooth and successful transition to online education. For instance, Zhejiang University has utilised the DingTalk ZJU platform and has managed to convert more than 5000 undergraduate and postgraduate programs into online courses within two weeks. The DingTalk ZJU – which is a
live streaming app – documented a total audience of around 300,000 (Zhaohui, 2020). A similar transition was adopted in the universities of Greece (Giannoulas et al., 2021), West Sumatera (Fauzi et al., 2021), Australia (Lin and Nguyen, 2021), Poland (Migocka-Patrzałek et al., 2021), and other countries, where classroom lectures and activities were replaced by the online mode.

Some experts point out that the sudden and unexpected shift to online learning with insufficient training, inadequate bandwidth, and humble preparation has resulted in poor student experiences that cannot be sustainable (Lederman, 2020a; Lederman, 2020b). Others believe the shift has created a “new normal” that has brought priceless experience and achievements. These include ensuring continuity of the educational process by bridging the gap of not attending school, strengthening the learner-lecturer interactions via online one-to-one communication, and boosting students’ confidence as they were able to express themselves in a new learning environment (Lin and Nguyen, 2021; Zhaohui, 2020; Worth, 2020). The new online learning experience has changed the state of teaching and learning from “mono” and “teacher-centred” to “interactive” and “student-centred” and is necessary to create a hybrid model where the information technology and online activities will be an integral component of the education process.

1.2 Aims and objectives

Many previous studies in the literature have explored students’ perceptions regarding the benefits and challenges brought by online classes. However, these studies looked at regular settings before 2020 – before the Covid-19 pandemic – where the classroom model dominated other models and approaches. In 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic forced a new reality where online classes became the norm, the dominant and maybe the only available teaching and learning mode. On the 26th of February 2020, online courses replaced the traditional classroom teaching and learning settings in most Chinese universities. This study aims to examine students’ experiences and perceptions of online classes during the Covid-19 pandemic. Objectives are; to explore benefits brought by online classes from students’ perspective; to examine associated challenges and how they compare to challenges of regular classroom settings; to look at students’ beliefs and attitudes about online classes especially when compared with classroom classes; and finally, to propose a set of improvements and suggestions.

The future of education is subject to other pandemics and emergencies. This study is important as its findings may be used to boost the preparedness for these potential future emergencies, pandemics, and uncertainties. The post-pandemic era will witness a new reality where a blended model that combines both classroom and online models might be adopted. An online model that brings challenges and obstacles without appropriate solutions might not be sustainable in the long term. So, the findings of the study may be used to improve the online model of the post-pandemic era and to enhance its sustainability.

The present study aims to answer the following research questions:

1. What benefits did online classes bring to students during the lockdown period?
2. What challenges did students encounter with the online experience?
3. What are students’ beliefs, attitudes, and overall evaluation of online classes especially when compared with face-to-face classes?
4. What improvements are required, needed to enhance the online classes experience?

2. Literature review

2.1 Benefits

When compared to the classroom mode, online classes feature extensive flexibility that is essential during the pandemic (Lin and Hsieh, 2001). Students have more control over learning materials; they may choose the appropriate access time, sequence, pace, and amount of information and may follow a more individualised approach. Storing audio, video, electronic notes, slides, and guidelines on online platforms that can be accessed at any time — and anywhere — enhances the online settings’ flexibility. Having more control over the learning process is linked to better academic performance (Hung et al., 2010; Wang and Beasley, 2002). Online classes and relevant tools are easily accessible via a wide range of technologies that can be effortlessly operated and adopted by both students and teachers (Fauzi et al., 2021). Another benefit is that online classes feature a greater outreach and ensure better access to education particularly for students with disabilities and those with medical conditions, like being infected with Covid-19 and other diseases (Migocka-Patrzałek et al., 2021).
During the Covid-19 pandemic, many students felt isolated and disconnected. Online classes create a sense of community where students can embrace discomfort and share worries with their peers and teachers. Online classes have constituted a shelter from negative news, pressures, and worries linked to the pandemic (Lederman, 2020a). A strong sense of belonging to the knowledge community is essential for effective knowledge building (Goodyear and Zenios, 2007). Online classes during the pandemic may offer a fun and relaxing experience while improving the mental and psychological welling of students (Lederman, 2020a; Lederman, 2020b). Also, Lin and Nguyen (2021) explain how the new online learning environment boosted learner-lecturer interactions by sending emails regularly. Writing regular emails helped some students to maintain a level of motivation especially when tutors send positive replies.

Some teachers and instructors point out that chat groups, video conferencing, voting tools, and document sharing spaces make it more effective and efficient for them to reach out to students. They emphasize that they will continue to adopt the online model in the post-pandemic era. Lin and Nguyen (2021) point out that students were required to engage in online forums and discussions and were asked to express themselves in a relatively unfamiliar space. These expectations and tasks pushed students to allocate more hours of online time to enhance their English writing and speaking skills, which were comparatively improved. Finally, Giannoulas et al. (2021) refer to the positive impact of online classes on improving students’ information and communications technology use (ICT), while Ilin (2019) discusses that online classes can enhance students’ preparedness for future careers.

2.2 Challenges and obstacles

The digital pedagogy and readiness of students to enroll in online classes constitute a major challenge. While some students may have the required skills and knowledge about using technological devices, software, and the internet, others may be less techno-savvy (Hung et al., 2010; Tsai and Tsai, 2003). In online courses, students with higher computer, internet, and online communication self-efficacy perform better than those with humble digital skills. The same criteria also apply to teachers, faculty and staff (Tsai and Tsai, 2003). Familiarity with hardware and software associated with online learning might hinder not only students’ comprehension but also their satisfaction (Kumar, 2015). Students’ — and teachers – digital skills can indeed be improved, however, the sudden shift to the online setting during the pandemic left a relatively narrow window for such improvements and training.

The Covid-19 pandemic has significantly widened the digital divide; many students cannot equally engage in the online learning process simply because they do not have home-based access to adequate technological devices and/or stable internet connections. The digital gap exists in both developed and developing countries; however, it is more prominent in the latter (UnitedNations, 2020). Students from poor and less-affluent families are left behind because of the substantial costs of digital devices and data plans (Tam and Elazar, 2020).

Another technology-related aspect is that the intensified use of digital technologies might raise security concerns. During the Covid-19 pandemic, phishing scams and online fraud cases have significantly increased, and many academic institutions suffered from online attacks (UnitedNations, 2020). Also, the shift to online learning could significantly increase screen time, especially when most of the students already spend long periods in front of their mobile and/or laptop screens in non-education related activities. These include gaming, socialising, online shopping, and reading news (ITU-News, 2020). Looking at and sitting in front of screens for extended periods is associated with several health issues such as computer vision syndrome, sleep disorders, chronic neck, back, shoulder, and muscle pain (Pandika, 2016).

Students’ nature of participation and engagement in online classes constitute a significant challenge that is governed by many factors. While some students actively engage in discussions and arguments, others prefer to only listen and observe (Vonderwell and Zachariah, 2005). In their study on 96 undergraduate students, Wise et al. (2013) found that students spend around 75% of their time listening and observing. The size of the online class is also linked to the extent to which students are willing to participate; small- and medium-sized classes feature more participation than large-sized classes (Parks-Stamm, Zafonte and Palenque, 2017).

Adaptability constitutes another major challenge. Shifting from face-to-face to an online environment requires time to allow students to adapt and get accustomed to the new setting. Again, the unexpected shift to online mode may not offer sufficient time for such adaptability, especially for students with traditional mindsets who typically resist sudden changes (Kebritchi, Lipschuetz and Santiago, 2017; Kumar, 2015).
During the lockdown, many students left their dorms and went back to their family homes, where family members are squeezed into a few rooms. Due to space limitations and competition with other members in their households, students might not have a private or quiet study space (Reidy, 2020). Moreover, students might be distracted with family-related activities and responsibilities, such as taking care of a sick family member or helping in household tasks. Also, while some parents might be supportive and helpful, others could negatively impact students’ ability to learn (Zaremba, 2019).

Traditionally, classroom lectures can last for around three hours, where students constantly have face-to-face interactions with their teachers. However, in prolonged online classes, students might feel bored or even distracted (Gewin, 2020). Digital distraction during online classes is common among students as they spend years of their lives building the idea that mobile phones and laptop screens’ main function is to passively consume rapidly changing media content (Worth, 2020). What complicated the issue is that during the Covid-19 pandemic negative – and sometimes fake – pandemic-related news, statistics, conspiracy theories, maps, charts, and information were circulating via digital platforms (Carmichael and Spring, 2020; Easton, 2020). These constituted additional distractions that might impose mental pressure on students and hence affect their ability to stay focused. To learn effectively via digital tools, students must spend persistent cognitive efforts battling temptations and digital distractions (Worth, 2020).

Because of the sudden shift to online evaluation and assessment, students are facing a degree of disruption accompanied by worries and concerns about their future. Performing a valid, fair, and secure assessment may be difficult (Kaup et al., 2020), and lab, practical and performance tests cannot be conducted online (Sahu, 2020).

The mental and psychological well-being of students during the pandemic might be negatively affected. The lack of physical support from teachers, peers, and in-campus student services plus new pedagogy techniques, worries, fears, isolation, depressions, and anxieties linked to the Covid-19 may hinder the ability of students to perform to their full potential (Kaup et al., 2020).

The expectations and thoughts of students can also be challenging. Some students may expect instant feedbacks on their assignments or may request a swift response to their emails. They may debate their grades and request further detailed feedbacks. Others may not take the online course or assignment deadlines seriously (Luyt, 2013; Lyons, 2004).

2.3 Conducting online courses

There are different methods through which online courses are conducted in universities. Some courses offer a set of pre-recorded video and audio lectures, slides and relevant materials, whereas others require students to attend live lectures via apps and software like Zoom and Microsoft Teams (Migocka-Patrzalek et al., 2021; Lin and Nguyen, 2021; Giannoulas et al., 2021). In China, live-streaming apps like DingTalk, Tencent Meetings, and Tencent QQ are commonly used, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic. DingTalk was originally developed as an internal communication platform for commercial use in an office setting. During the pandemic, the platform became popular in the educational field and was recommended to students and teachers by the IT departments of different universities.

In the Hunan Railway Professional Technology College, and since the earliest months of the pandemic outbreak, students were grouped into different online classes via DingTalk and got invitations to use the app. DingTalk was mostly used for conducting live lectures, and students’ attendance was compulsory. Besides live streaming, the app offered several features. For instance, the ‘Save Playback’ allows lectures to be recorded, whereas the ‘Support Go Live’ allows participants to interact using the microphone, and through the ‘Thumb-up’ feature students can raise their hands and give likes. Recordings of lectures, slides, tasks, materials and online copies of textbooks were uploaded to an online cloud platform, to which students have access and through which they submitted their assignments and homework. These were necessary especially when students could not have access to paper copies of textbooks as these were only available at the campus.

3. Methods

3.1 Context and participants

To explore students’ perceptions, the study used an online questionnaire. In May 2020, the questionnaire was administrated to 342 undergraduate students of the Business English and Ecommerce majors at the Economics
and Trading department of the Hunan Railway Professional Technology College in China. This group of students were selected because online learning activities constitute an essential part of their studies, and they are expected to engage in professional online tasks in their future career. Online classes started from the 26th of February 2020, each class lasted for two teaching hours, where each teaching hour equals 45 minutes. Online classes were conducted using the DingTalk platform, and students were allowed to interact with their teachers – and to some extent with their peers. Teachers embedded some student-engaging activities where students participated in dialogues and expressed their opinions at the end of each lecture. Outside lectures, students were also allowed to communicate with their teachers via emails and other chatting platforms offered via DingTalk. All classes were recorded and stored to allow students to access them asynchronously. Similarly, all slides, videos, notes, reading, and other learning-related materials were stored. The size of online classes ranged from 32 to 110 students, who had an average of 25 hours of live-streaming lectures per week.

3.2 Data collection

The questionnaire was developed via the WJX.CN platform using its ‘Star Survey’ tool. The platform is renowned in China and is used by different academic, financial, and research institutions including the universities of Peking, Tsinghua, and Shanghai Jiao Tong. A survey link was created and then distributed to students via the online study group. The data collection process lasted for one month, from the 26th of May to the 25th of June 2020. Since online courses started on the 26th of February 2020, students had experienced online classes for at least three months before participating in the study. The survey was available in Mandarin; China’s official language. To test its legibility, readability, and comprehension, the survey was tested with a small group of 16 students and 3 teachers. Participants’ feedback was used to revise and upgrade the survey before full implementation.

The survey began with a participant information sheet, explaining the nature of the survey and its purpose. Seeking transparent, meaningful, and realistic answers, participation in the survey was anonymous, and students were not asked to provide any contact details like names, emails, addresses, or contact numbers. All students were expected to respond to the survey. Also, they were asked not to speed through questions and to think carefully before providing each answer.

The questionnaire comprised a combination of 23 closed-ended and open-ended questions that were classified into four inquiries. The first inquiry explored benefits perceived by students from online classes during the pandemic, while the second inquiry examined the perceived challenges and obstacles. Two lists of benefits and challenges were presented and from which students were able to select. Students were able to select all applicable options. The third inquiry looked at students’ beliefs, views, satisfaction, and overall evaluation of online classes, especially when compared with classroom ones. The final inquiry presented a set of potential improvements that could be applied to online classes and the online teaching and learning model in the future and explored the extent to which students agreed or disagreed with them.

The design of the survey and selecting its elements was based on existing and validated knowledge in the field. Insights were collected from online learning-related literature like Kebritchi, Lipschuetz and Santiague, (2017), Song et al. (2004), Rost (2019), Ilin (2019) and the Covid-19 related challenges as discussed by Lederman (2020a), Lederman (2020b), Sahu (2020), Gewin (2020), and others. Equally, the survey was influenced by the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Familiarity and Wellbeing questionnaires of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the Digital Experience Survey of Higher Education Students in the UK, see OECD (2018b), OECD (2018a), OECD (2018c), and Langer-Crame et al. (2019) respectively.

Open-ended questions were included to obtain more in-depth information regarding students’ perceptions of online classes during the pandemic. Answers to these questions enriched findings and added additional items that were not originally presented by the researcher. In other words, the open-ended questions documented additional benefits, challenges, and improvements of which the researcher was not aware.

In total, 342 complete and valid responses were collected. The literature suggests that the quality of collected data declines when surveys take longer than 20 minutes to answer, and the optimum threshold is 15 to 20 minutes (Versta, 2011). The questionnaire’s average response time was 16 minutes.
3.3 Data analysis

The quantitative data collected through the online survey were analysed and presented using Microsoft Excel and the analytics tool offered by the WJX.CN platform. A content analysis approach was adopted to process responses to open-ended questions of the questionnaire. Content analysis is defined as a research method that systematically and objectively offers valid inferences from verbal, visual, or written data (Bengtsson, 2016). It reduces the volume of text gathered, distinguishes, and classifies categories together and attempts to find some understanding of responses to open-ended questions (Richards and Morse, 2019; Silverman, 2019). Most importantly, to achieve trustworthiness, the researcher should, where possible stay ‘true’ and ‘close’ to the text without changing its original meaning (Bengtsson, 2016). Also, to achieve reliability, the authority of the researcher should be precluded (Bengtsson, 2016). Elo et al. (2014) suggest that ensuring the credibility of the content analysis approach adopted in this study does not follow the strictest methodology, still, it constitutes a valid one following the broader notion and definition of content analysis as discussed in Bengtsson (2016).

4. Results

4.1 Perceived benefits

The first inquiry examined the benefits and advantages of online classes as perceived by students. Table 1 presents these benefits and sorts them by the most selected ones. The most significant benefit from students’ perspective was creating a digital community where questions can be posted, followed by enhancing students’ familiarity with digital learning technologies, with almost 92% and 90% respectively. Creating a sense of community, belonging, connecting, and embracing discomfort with others plus feeling supported during tough times were also significant benefits perceived by at least 70% of students. Moreover, at least half of the students stated that online classes offered shelter from daily negative news, made them less fragile, and boosted their preparedness for similar future emergencies and uncertainties. Thirty-nine percent of students agreed that practising during online classes made them feel more confident and prepared for their future careers, whereas around 29% disagreed on perceiving such benefits. At the same time, 33% of students had neutrally responded to the item as they neither agreed nor disagreed to perceiving it.

Table 1: Perceived benefits of online classes during the pandemic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived benefits and advantages (n=342)</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online classes created a digital community where I was able to post questions and inquiries, and share materials</td>
<td>314 (91.81%)</td>
<td>16 (4.68%)</td>
<td>12 (3.51%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes enhanced my familiarity with digital learning technologies and allowed access to further learning materials</td>
<td>308 (90.06%)</td>
<td>20 (5.85%)</td>
<td>14 (4.09%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes made me feel connected with others during the pandemic, they created a sense of community</td>
<td>248 (72.51%)</td>
<td>40 (11.7%)</td>
<td>54 (15.79%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes made me embrace discomfort together with other students</td>
<td>248 (72.51%)</td>
<td>40 (11.7%)</td>
<td>54 (15.79%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classed featured a study-life balance during the pandemic</td>
<td>244 (71.35%)</td>
<td>60 (17.54%)</td>
<td>38 (11.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes made me feel supported in such tough times</td>
<td>238 (69.59%)</td>
<td>54 (15.79%)</td>
<td>50 (14.62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes featured a relaxing and fun experience that enriched my life during the pandemic</td>
<td>200 (58.48%)</td>
<td>70 (20.47%)</td>
<td>72 (21.05%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes improved my mental and psychological welling</td>
<td>192 (56.14%)</td>
<td>82 (23.98%)</td>
<td>68 (19.88%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the benefits presented in Table 1, an open-ended question asked students to think of additional benefits brought by online classes during the pandemic. Students stated that they perceived further benefits including strengthening self-learning skills and self-discipline, flexibility, convenience. Student A commented “online classes facilitate a gradual transition to modernisation...they are enriching the content of courses”, while student B stated “online classes allowed me to exercise my mental endurance during such tough times”. Benefits derived from the open-ended question are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: additional benefits perceived by students and expressed through an open-ended question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived benefits expressed through the open-ended question (n=342)</th>
<th>Frequency of mentioning each benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online classes featured flexibility, convenience, and more control over the learning process</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes strengthened my self-learning skills and self-discipline</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The pandemic abruptly the educational process while online classes bridge the gap and featured continuity</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes allowed me to watch playbacks and to repeatedly access recorded materials</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes featured a quieter and calmer environment</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Perceived Challenges

The second inquiry was related to challenges perceived by students and that negatively impacted their learning experience during online classes. Table 3 presents these challenges and sorts them by the most selected ones. Each of the top three challenges was selected by more than half of the 342 students. The sudden shift to the online mode meant that additional time was required to get accustomed to the new learning delivery method, and this challenge ranked first and was selected by around 75% of students. The second most selected category was having time-management issues, while the third challenge was being distracted by social media, surfing the internet, and other online activities during online classes, with 59% and 58.5% respectively. Other significant challenges were related to demanding assignments and technical issues with 46.8% and 44.4% of students selecting these categories. Moreover, around 43% of respondents found the design of online classes boring and were sometimes bored or absent-minded. Surprisingly, categories that were directly linked to Covid-19 did not impose significant challenges. For instance, less than 10% of students were worried or paranoid about their health. Likewise, almost the whole sample stated that they were neither sick nor living with a sick family member.

Table 3: perceived challenges of online classes during the pandemic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived challenges (n=342)</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability issues: the sudden shift to online classes meant that I need additional study time to get accustomed to the new learning style and technology</td>
<td>258 (75.44%)</td>
<td>64 (18.71%)</td>
<td>20 (5.85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I had time-management issues</td>
<td>202 (59.06%)</td>
<td>80 (23.39%)</td>
<td>60 (17.54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the online class, I was distracted by social media, surfing the internet, or other online activities</td>
<td>200 (58.48%)</td>
<td>102 (29.82%)</td>
<td>40 (11.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework and assignments were very demanding while my time was very limited during the pandemic</td>
<td>160 (46.78%)</td>
<td>140 (40.94%)</td>
<td>42 (12.28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I met technical issues with one or more of the following: hardware, software, internet connection</td>
<td>152 (44.44%)</td>
<td>148 (43.27%)</td>
<td>42 (12.28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The design of the online class and its activities were boring, and sometimes, I was absent-minded</td>
<td>146 (42.69%)</td>
<td>138 (40.35%)</td>
<td>58 (16.96%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An in-depth exploration of technology-related challenges is presented in Table 4. Suffering from back pain and/or digital eye strain due to sitting for prolonged periods in front of the screen was the most prominent challenge, with 272 students perceiving this issue. However, each other technology-related challenge was perceived by less than 25% of respondents. Only 25% of students found it hard to access online study-related materials and 16% did not have Wi-Fi. Only 16 out of 342 students did not have personal digital devices for study purposes.

Table 4: perceived technology-related challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived technology-related challenges (n=342)</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I suffered from back pain and/or digital eye strain due to sitting for prolonged periods in front of the screen</td>
<td>272 (79.53%)</td>
<td>56 (16.37%)</td>
<td>14 (4.09%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was hard to access study-related resources such as online libraries and online databases</td>
<td>82 (23.98%)</td>
<td>242 (70.76%)</td>
<td>18 (5.26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I could not reach out for help regarding technological difficulties and issues</td>
<td>80 (23.39%)</td>
<td>236 (69.01%)</td>
<td>26 (7.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived technology-related challenges (n=342)</td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>Neither agree nor disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I met problems with the software like the online learning platform/PowerPoint/others</td>
<td>72 (21.05%)</td>
<td>242 (70.76%)</td>
<td>28 (8.19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I met problems with the hardware like microphone/camera/keyboard/others</td>
<td>68 (19.88%)</td>
<td>250 (73.1%)</td>
<td>24 (7.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not have a stable internet connection that meets the requirements of synchronous activities such as live video streaming</td>
<td>60 (17.54%)</td>
<td>266 (77.78%)</td>
<td>16 (4.68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not have Wi-fi, and it was expensive to purchase data</td>
<td>58 (16.96%)</td>
<td>278 (81.29%)</td>
<td>6 (1.75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not have a stable internet connection that meets the requirements of asynchronous activities such as searching for homework-related information</td>
<td>48 (14.04%)</td>
<td>278 (81.29%)</td>
<td>16 (4.68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electricity supply was not stable in my area</td>
<td>46 (13.45%)</td>
<td>274 (80.12%)</td>
<td>22 (6.43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It was hard to navigate through course-related materials such as slides, recordings, and feedbacks</td>
<td>44 (12.87%)</td>
<td>278 (81.29%)</td>
<td>20 (5.85%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not have a personal digital device and I was using others’ device</td>
<td>16 (4.68%)</td>
<td>324 (94.74%)</td>
<td>2 (0.58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I met online security issues such as pandemic-related fraud, spy, etc..</td>
<td>2 (0.58%)</td>
<td>334 (97.67%)</td>
<td>6 (1.75%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows that 6% of students met technical issues that they could not solve. However, almost half of the respondents used their knowledge to solve technical issues, while almost one-third of students solved technical problems with the help of friends, family members, teachers, or IT staff.

Figure 2 illustrates that only around 13% of students had a study space that was affected by a significant level of surrounding distractions. The rest of the students did not perceive external distractions; they either had their private study space or shared distraction-free spaces with others.
Finally, an open-ended question allowed students to discuss further perceived challenges, and these are listed in Table 5. These include poor real-time communication at all levels; concerns and doubts about the accuracy and validity of lecture content especially in the absence of textbooks; feeling stressed or confused; poor management of the class; using several platforms and apps for several subjects; and finally, the inability to take online classes seriously. One of the students commented “I am used to my textbooks and now I have serious doubts about the integrity and validity of lectures’ content”.

Table 5: additional challenges perceived by students and expressed through an open-ended question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived challenges expressed through the open-ended question (n=342)</th>
<th>Frequency of mentioning each challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poor in-time communication with teachers and students</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I cannot take online classes seriously</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have concerns about the validity and accuracy of content in the absence of textbooks</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different classes mean using several platforms and apps which is demanding and confusing</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor class management</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online classes make me stressed and confused</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Beliefs, attitudes, views, and an overall evaluation

The third inquiry examined students’ beliefs, attitudes, and overall evaluation regarding online classes, especially when compared with face-to-face ones, see Table 6. Notably, more than half of the students stated that they did not take online classes as seriously as they take face-to-face ones. Also, they revealed that online classes did not meet their expectations as they were expecting a more engaging and exciting experience. However, 60% of students disagreed that the college was not fully prepared for the unexpected shift to online classes. Most students agreed that online classes suit some subjects more than others.

Outside online classes, the engagement with classmates was stronger than the interaction with teachers or family members. More than 90% of respondents stated that outside online classes, they used online platforms to engage in course-related discussions with classmates, compared to 70% of those who sought help from teachers or family members. Almost 47% of students believed that during online classes, teachers know little about students and the extent to which they are engaged, compared to 53% who held an opposite belief.

Table 6: Students’ beliefs and attributes towards online classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students’ beliefs and attitudes towards online classes (n=342)</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online classes did not meet my expectations, and I was expecting a more exciting and engaging experience</td>
<td>20 (5.85%)</td>
<td>126 (36.84%)</td>
<td>172 (50.29%)</td>
<td>24 (7.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I did not take the online classes as serious as I take the face-to-face ones</td>
<td>20 (5.85%)</td>
<td>124 (36.26%)</td>
<td>172 (50.29%)</td>
<td>26 (7.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I felt that my institution was not fully prepared for the unexpected shift to online classes</td>
<td>32 (9.36%)</td>
<td>176 (51.46%)</td>
<td>112 (32.75%)</td>
<td>22 (6.43%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students’ beliefs and attitudes towards online classes (n=342)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Belief</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online classes fit some subjects more than others</td>
<td>2 (0.58%)</td>
<td>20 (5.85%)</td>
<td>250 (73.1%)</td>
<td>70 (20.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During online classes, teachers know little about students and the extent to which they are engaged</td>
<td>18 (5.26%)</td>
<td>166 (48.54%)</td>
<td>136 (39.77%)</td>
<td>22 (6.43%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During online classes, I listened carefully and took notes</td>
<td>8 (2.34%)</td>
<td>36 (10.53%)</td>
<td>248 (72.51%)</td>
<td>50 (14.62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside the online class, I sought course-related help from the teacher or family members</td>
<td>8 (2.34%)</td>
<td>98 (28.65%)</td>
<td>220 (64.33%)</td>
<td>16 (4.68%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside the online class, I used online platforms to engage in course-related discussions with my classmates</td>
<td>2 (0.58%)</td>
<td>28 (8.19%)</td>
<td>278 (81.29%)</td>
<td>34 (9.94%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 illustrates the overall impact of online classes on students’ day-to-day life and schedule during the Covid pandemic. Half of the students believed that online classes had complemented their daily life by enriching their schedules and filling the gap of not attending school. In contrast, 24% of respondents stated that online classes had complicated their life by disturbing their already busy daily schedule and requiring them to make additional – unexpected – arrangements. The rest of the students – 26% - stated that online classes had neither complemented nor complicated their life during the pandemic. Also, Figure 3 exhibits around 37% of students stated online classes enhanced their ability to learn, whereas exactly similar proportion stated the opposite; online classes degraded their ability to learn.

Figure 4 demonstrates that the majority of students believed classroom and online classes complement one another and are both important for future education. Only around 14% pointed out that the online model could become the new norm and could completely substitute the classroom model after the Covid-19 pandemic. The same trend persisted, and students’ beliefs did not significantly change even if improvements are to be applied to the currently used online model.
Regarding their overall satisfaction, Figure 5 shows half of the students stated that they were equally satisfied by classroom and online learning, while around 40% were more satisfied with classroom settings. Only around 7% were more satisfied with online settings.

Figure 4: the most preferred mode from the students’ perspective

4.4 Improvements

In the forth inquiry, a set of potential improvements was presented to students as in Figure 6. Most students agreed on all proposed improvements asserting their importance. For example, 75% of students agreed that teachers should discuss the mental, physical, and psychological wellbeing of their students, while an additional 20% strongly agreed on the same category. Around 90% of students advocated online activities to facilitate more participation and interaction with both peers and teachers. Similarly, almost 95% at least agreed that teachers should show more empathy during emergencies and tough times. Other proposed improvements on which students agreed included that teachers should be approachable via communication channels outside the designated online classes and the need to offer financial grants or loans to allow purchasing study-related technology devices and/or internet data.
Figure 6: proposed improvements and the extent to which students agreed on them

Finally, regarding the design and delivery, Figure 7 illustrates that almost 80% of students advocated short online classes and more student-directed study time, compared to only around 20% who preferred long classes and less student-directed study time. Also, Figure 7 shows that asynchronous learning activities were more popular among respondents, where around 55% preferred recorded lectures and notes, compared to 44% who advocated synchronous activities like live video streaming and presentations.

Figure 7: students’ preferences regarding the design and delivery of online classes

In the open-ended question, students were asked to think of additional improvements that were not included in the inquiry list. They suggested a variety of additional improvements as listed in Table 7. Student A commented “instead of turning off their cameras, teachers should show us their face”, while student B commented “students should be encouraged to engage, and the blame culture should be replaced with encouragement culture”.

Table 7: additional improvements suggested by students through the open-ended question

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improvement suggested through the open-ended question (n=342)</th>
<th>Frequency of mentioning each improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster and more stable internet connection</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unification of online platforms and apps across different subjects</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving the design of the online platform, fewer crashes, more user-friendly interface</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing recorded lectures in advance and devoting online classes to answering students’ questions</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes that feature more fun and entertainment</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More training to enhance digital pedagogy of both teachers and students</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes that feature simplicity and clarity of expectations, information, and guidelines</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Online classes during the pandemic brought several benefits that were significantly perceived by the majority of students. They featured a study-life balance plus a certain level of flexibility while allowing students to feel connected to a digital community where they can interact with teachers and other students. At the same time, the majority of students suggested that the design and schedule of online classes should be discussed with them, while activities that enhance the interaction and engagement among students should be implemented. Similar findings are presented by Beldarrain (2006); her study explains that the student of the 21st century demands an educational experience that is not bound by time or space and yet facilitates interaction with teachers and peers.

Almost all students stated that online classes enhanced their familiarity with digital learning technologies. This perceived benefit is also documented in Ilin (2019). However, he found that online learning improves the technological knowledge of learners and equips them with skills that are necessary for their future careers. In the present study, this specific benefit was relatively controversial and gained mixed views, was at least half of students either did not agree or was not sure whether practising during online classes made them more confident and prepared for their future career. This finding raises some concerns about the online model and its capability of equipping students with skills that are required for their future careers. This specific point is very relevant in the present study because all responding students belong to the Business English and e-commerce majors and participating in online – and face-to-face – business meetings or negotiation, exhibitions, and trade fairs are very common duties of their future role. These professional activities usually require a certain level of fluency in English as a spoken language plus familiarity with digital devices. To summarise, some issues need to be addressed to guarantee online classes can positively contribute to students’ employability and associated required skills.

Academics, teachers, and experts in the higher education field suggested that students might face new pandemic-related challenges that could degrade their experience with online classes. These include mental pressures, worries about their health, financial pressure, worries about the future, being sick, living with a sick family member, and not having adequate study space (Lederman, 2020a; Lederman, 2020b). The present study showed that these challenges were not significant and each of them was perceived by less than 30% of respondents. In contrast, other non-pandemic related challenges such as time management issues, being distracted by other online activities, and the need for additional study time to adapt to the new learning style were more prominent. Being distracted by social media, surfing the internet, and other online activities during online classes constituted one of the most significant challenges for students. This finding in specific resembles findings of other similar studies in the field. For instance, Karal, Cebi and Turgut (2011) discuss that students tend to merely focus on online lessons in the presence of teachers in real classroom settings, while they tend to be more distracted by other activities in online settings. Finally, the digital divide was not significant in the study and most students had technological devices and used them in online classes. Students showed competency in tackling technological issues and most of them were able to solve such issues.

5.2 A broader view

The Covid-19 pandemic has imposed radical changes on higher education around the world and has equally facilitated unprecedented experiences from which lessons can be learned. To keep up with the rapidly changing circumstances and unexpected events, the post-pandemic era should witness comprehensive reforms in education concepts and teaching platforms, methods, and relationships (Lingyun, 2020). Wu Yan, the director of the Higher Education Department of the Ministry of Education in China stated that “we can no longer and should not return to the state of teaching and learning of the pre-pandemic era... after colleges resume, online teaching and learning should become the new normal” (Wu, 2020). He emphasized that after controlling the pandemic, the internet and educational technologies should be integrated into the educational process, while online classes should go in parallel with classroom teaching. The findings of the study correspond to Wu’s visions,
especially when students’ answers showed a tendency to prefer a blended model that combines both classroom and online modes in the future.

The sudden shift to online classes meant that students needed additional study time to get accustomed to the new learning style and technology. This was the most significant challenge, and it could be avoided during future emergencies and uncertainties. In the future, universities will reopen their campuses and classroom will again be the dominant model. Findings of the present study encourage that online classes and activities could be systematically and regularly integrated into the curriculum and could accompany classroom lectures. In other words, online classes should not be limited to emergency settings, and measures of the ‘emergency time’ should be also adopted during ‘normal times’. Adopting a ‘blended mode’ in normal times will; boost students’ preparedness for unexpected circumstances during emergencies; enhance students’ familiarity with the online learning style; and, allow the online teaching and learning culture to gradually thrive.

5.3 Improvements and suggestions

To facilitate the adoption of a sustainable blended model in the post-pandemic era, there should be profound changes in teachers’ approaches and methods, students’ mentality and skills, and universities’ management and policies (Wu, 2020). The following list presents some improvements that respond to findings of the present study and can enhance the preparedness for future pandemics, emergencies, and uncertainties:

- Colleges and universities should be supported by convenient, flexible, and modern digital platforms and close coordination between the government, tech, and digital firms are required in this regard. It is necessary to develop digital teaching and learning platforms that feature personalisation and contextualisation, to suit students of different capabilities and to fit the requirements of different subjects (Ronghuai, 2020).
- Teachers should carefully select a live-streaming app that can fulfil the requirement of the online class. Some apps do not feature an extensive level of communication between students, while others do not have a playback function. For example, for English language learners, it is important to practice speaking and pronunciation skills not only with teachers but also with other students. The currently used apps such as Ding Talk should be upgraded to address academic requirements and to facilitate an enhanced level of student-to-student communication.
- While some classes may require lecturing, others may demand students to collaborate and engage with one another. So, teachers should let their pedagogy inform techniques that suit different pedagogical styles.
- Students could be engaged in designing the class format. In such a time where aspects of life are changing rapidly and unexpectedly, it is essential to give students some authority over learning (Boudreau, 2020).
- During emergencies, students spend most of their time at home with much less opportunity to interact with others. Icebreaking activities and online games are useful in this regard (Lederman, 2020a). So, teachers should design online classes that allow students to engage and socialise with each other.
- Teachers’ expectations should be clear and available at the early stages (Boudreau, 2020).
- Concise sessions and brief lessons might be more effective and suitable especially when students are surrounded by many distractions in their homes, and where they might be required to do other household tasks.
- Using online calendars is useful for highlighting dates of classes, meetings, exams, and submission deadlines (Farah, 2020).
- Flexibility is very important during rapidly changing and unexpected circumstances and teachers should be able to swiftly modify or neglect methods and techniques that do not adequately work (Lederman, 2020a).
- Simplicity and clarity are important. In online learning, the teacher is less present to answer questions and queries of students, and the most of learning time is driven by tasks and activities that demand self-direction (Lederman, 2020b).
- Longer and student-driven assignments are useful for saving classes’ time. Also, longer assignments with clear checkpoints buy teachers more time to plan future activities (Farah, 2020).
- A single digital platform where students can access the most recent course information like instructions, deadlines, and tasks is necessary to create stability and make students more comfortable (Boudreau, 2020).
Individual touchpoints should not be forgotten, and teachers should be approachable outside online classes.

To bridge the digital divide, and to ensure that no students are left out, disadvantaged students could be subsidised. Laptop loans or grants could be offered to disadvantaged students and universities could negotiate deals with network providers to offer – discounted or free – data plans (Zhao, 2020).

5.4 Limitations

Students’ responses might be subjective, biased, or influenced by external factors such as their overall satisfaction, wellbeing, or relationship with their instructors. Another limitation is that the questionnaire was administered to a group of students who belong to the same country, province, institution, academic level, and discipline. In other words, findings might be bound to the selected sample and context and hence cannot be generalised. Also, the digital gap among students in poor provinces might be more evident than the gap between students in rich provinces. Further, the study did not test the reliability or validity of results, and statistical analysis and econometric modelling are required for such a purpose. Future studies could adopt a broader perspective by examining perceptions of students from different countries, universities, disciplines, and academic levels. Finally, future studies could closely research topics of online examination and assessment in pandemic settings, as the present study did not reflect on these aspects.

6. Conclusion

The Covid-19 pandemic has radically changed and disrupted education; universities have closed their campuses, and many have shifted to online courses. In the pre-pandemic era, online classes are associated with several benefits and challenges, and the pandemic might have brought additional benefits and obstacles. An online questionnaire was administrated to students of the Business English and Ecommerce majors at the Economics and Trading department of Hunan Railway Professional Technology College in China.

Online classes during the Covid-19 pandemic brought several benefits like creating a digital learning community, improving students’ digital learning skills, and staying connected during tough times. Challenges comprised adaptability issues due to the sudden shift to online classes, time-management issues, being distracted by social media plus technological obstacles. Regarding beliefs, students believed that a blended model that combines both classroom and online modes is necessary for the post-pandemic era.

Previous studies looked at the benefits and challenges associated with online classes during regular settings. This study added new findings by looking at benefits and challenges during pandemic settings, by examining students’ experience with online classes during the lockdown. The study presented a comprehensive set of potential improvements and allowed students – through open-ended questions – to express their opinions.

Shifting to online classes during the Covid-19 pandemic constituted unprecedented experience and brought priceless lessons from which we should learn. The post-pandemic era will bring new emergencies, pandemics, and uncertainties. A blended model that combines online and face-to-face classes could be adopted to; boost students’ preparedness for unexpected circumstances during emergencies; enhance students’ familiarity with the online learning style; and, allow the online teaching and learning culture to gradually thrive. Researchers could consider developing digital teaching and learning platforms and apps that feature personalisation and contextualisation, to suit students of different capabilities and to fit the requirements of different subjects. Researchers are encouraged to update the currently-used live-streaming apps and platforms to make them more academic-oriented and in a way that features an extensive level of communication between students. To guarantee a sustainable and adequate online model in the post-pandemic era, improvements are required at different levels.
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